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Abstract
This paper presents the design and performance analysis of an uploading system that automatically uploads
multimedia files to a centralized server given client hard deadlines. If not uploaded by the deadlines, existing
files may be lost or new files cannot be recorded. The uploading systems with hard deadlines have several
important applications in practice. For instance, such systems can be used in hospitals to gather videos
generated from medical devices from various operating rooms for post-procedure analysis and in law
enforcement to collect video recordings from police cars during routine patrolling. In this paper, we study the
uploading system with hard deadlines in detail. We present the software architecture of the uploading system.
Two server scheduling algorithms that determine which client uploads its file first are investigated . We
introduce two emergency control algorithms to handle situations when a client is about to use up its disk
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Design and Implementation of a Media Uploading System
Mu Zhang Johnny Wong Wallapak Tavanapong
Abstract
This paper presents the design and performance analysis of an uploading system that automatically uploads multimedia
files to a centralized server given client hard deadlines. If not uploaded by the deadlines, existing files may be lost or new
files cannot be recorded. The uploading systems with hard deadlines have several important applications in practice. For
instance, such systems can be used in hospitals to gather videos generated from medical devices from various operating rooms
for post-procedure analysis and in law enforcement to collect video recordings from police cars during routine patrolling. In
this paper, we study the uploading system with hard deadlines in detail. We present the software architecture of the uploading
system. Two server scheduling algorithms that determine which client uploads its file first are investigated . We introduce two
emergency control algorithms to handle situations when a client is about to use up its disk space. We evaluate the proposed
algorithms via analysis and simulations. Our performance study additionally reveals the impact of the emergency control
algorithms on the server scheduling algorithms.
Keywords: Upload, Hard real-time systems, Emergency control, Scheduling algorithm
1 Introduction
Recent years have seen numerous designs and performance evaluations of downloading applications for multimedia files
such as video streaming and file sharing applications. Little has been investigated on the system that automatically uploads
multimedia files from a large number of clients to a centralized server given clients’ hard deadlines. These deadlines are
imposed by limited capability of a client machine such as limited storage space.
In such a system, a client machine has a third-party recording application that repeatedly produces multimedia files on a
local disk drive. It is required that the files be stored at a central server for future analysis or for secure archiving. When
the client disk is full, either a new multimedia file is not recorded or some existing files are overwritten, depending on the
application that generates the files. In either case, the results are unacceptable. For instance, the uploading system can be
used to collect video files generated from medical devices located in operating rooms for post-procedure analysis. In this
case, an operating room has a client machine that captures a video signal from a medical device (say an endoscopy unit)
into a file stored on a local disk. In one operating room, several medical procedures are performed one after another (with a
short break in between) for several hours per day, which results in several video files being created. These videos are later
uploaded to a centralized server for automatic analysis and documentation of abnormality. The uploading system is also
useful for gathering video recordings from police cars during routine patrolling [8] and for collecting voice recordings of
conversations between customers and sale representatives for quality control purposes, just to name a few.
In this paper, we present the design, implementation, and analysis of our media uploading system that has the following
characteristics. First, the system takes into account of hard deadlines imposed by the client storage capacity. The system
must ensure that multimedia files are uploaded by deadlines to free up disk space for the recording applications at the
clients to repeatedly create more files. Second, the system must be able to detect when some client can no longer store the
generated media files in its local disk. In this case, the system must alert the system administrator and attempt to relocate
some files out of the client to give the system administrator as much time as possible to correct the problem. Third, the
client uploading software must work with different third-party recording applications that may run on different platforms or
operating systems. Hence, the client uploading software should not rely on low-level disk operations such as disk scheduling
and disk block deallocation.
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Our uploading system is unique as follows. The hard deadline requirement is not present in existing systems such as
video streaming, distributed backup systems such as Amanda [4], peer-to-peer backup systems (e.g., Samsara [3] or [10]),
distributed file systems (e.g., NFS [13], Andrew File System [6], Storage Area Network), and file sharing applications (e.g.,
KaZaA[9], Gnutella [5], or Napster[12]). Unlike recent advances in video streaming systems summarized in [7], continuous
playback is not the requirement of the uploading system.
Our contributions are as follows. First, we design an uploading system that prolongs the system lifetime defined as the
time period since the system start-up till the time the system has no other ways to keep any of its clients from exhausting its
storage space. Our design consists of i) a server scheduling algorithm that determines which clients to upload their files first
and ii) an emergency control algorithm that determines a migration plan to relocate files from clients that are about to exhaust
their disk space. Second, we present an analytical model to estimate the system lifetime given the system configurations
and workload characteristics. We validate our analytical results with simulation results. Last, we implement the prototype
uploading system, which will later be used to upload video files captured from colonoscopic procedures from operating
rooms in a hospital [2]. Note that this paper is a substantial extension of our previous work [15]. The extension includes the
two emergency control algorithms, the revision of our analytical model, and the extensive simulation results.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes the design
and implementation of our uploading system. Simulation environment and results are detailed in Section 4. In Section 5,
we present an analytical model to estimate the system lifetime and validation of the analytical results against the simulation
results. Our concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.
2 Related Work
Bistro [1] is a file uploading system for Wide Area Network upload applications such as submissions of income tax forms,
of projects and homework in distance learning, and of grant proposals to a funding agency [14]. To the best of our knowledge,
the Bistro system is the only work that investigates and analyzes the uploading applications in detail.
Bistro aims to provide a scalable and efficient framework for the applications that need to submit files by submission
deadlines. These files are later uploaded to a destination server. Bistro submission deadlines are imposed by real-life events
(e.g., the income tax deadline), not by clients’ limited capacity as in our uploading system. Furthermore, the client application
requires the destination server to know that the client has submitted the files by the deadline. The submitted files cannot be
modified after the deadline. Actual file transfer of the submitted files to the destination server needs not be done by the
deadline.
Bistro uploads submitted files in three steps. First, when the client submits a file, the system timestamps the file. Second,
the client software uploads the submitted file to an intermediate node (called a bistro node) in a secure way. In the third
step, the bistro nodes collaborate to transfer submitted files to the destination server through some other bistro nodes along
the network route towards the server. No deadlines are imposed in this step. As an example, federal income tax forms must
be submitted before the deadline determined by the government. Once the forms are transferred to a bistro node, the user
is informed of a successful submission. The files will be transmitted to the destination server under a coordinated transfer
schedule at some time later, possibly after the deadline. The research problem addressed in Bistro is centered around finding
an appropriate bistro node to upload the submitted files and the routes to transfer the files to the destination server. These
problems differ from the problem investigated in this paper.
Distributed file systems such as the Network File System [13], the Andrew File System [6], Storage Area Network,
or networked backup systems (e.g., the Amanda [4]) allow files to be stored on a network of machines in a local area
network. Peer-to-peer backup systems (e.g., Samsara [3]) are recently introduced to lower the cost of Internet backup services
using coordinated peers to store backup files for one another. Nevertheless, these systems do not have a deadline constraint
on the file transmission. The design of a distributed file system typically concentrates on network transparency and high
dependability.
Another related study is scheduling policies. Many scheduling policies have been developed for real-time systems such as
Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [11]. With EDF, the task with the earliest deadline is assigned the highest priority and will be
selected for execution. EDF effectively reduces the number of tasks missing deadlines. Our uploading system also contains
tasks with hard deadlines. The idea of EDF is used in our system to determine a good uploading schedule that will prolong
the system lifetime.
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3 Media Uploading System
3.1 Overview
Our uploading system has a client-server architecture. Several client-server models such as server-pull, client push, or
client-push-server-pull can be considered. Our uploading system employs the server-pull paradigm since it allows the server
to control critical activities in the system, such as scheduling file uploads and handling emergency situations. An effective
uploading scheduling technique ensures that clients obtain adequate server resources and avoid missing the deadlines. The
emergency control rescues the clients that are about to exhaust its disk space by uploading files from these clients. Once the
file has been uploaded, it is deleted from the client disk.
For simplicity, we assume that the server has very large storage space. This is possible given today’s hard-drive hot
swap technologies, allowing the replacement of a hard drive on the fly. Since our system is intent to be used in a local,
high-bandwidth network, the topology of the underlying network does not have a significant impact on the overall system
performance as in the wide area network. Hence, our design does not exploit the knowledge of the network topology.
Our performance metric is the system lifetime defined earlier. Note that this metric is different from those of the traditional
distributed systems such as the system throughput, the client waiting time between consecutive uploads, or the number of files
missing deadlines. These traditional measures are not suitable for our system. For instance, our system throughput is nearly
constant since the bottleneck is the network bandwidth. The number of files missing deadlines is difficult to define because it
depends on the behavior of the third party recording applications. To achieve the desired system lifetime, we can estimate the
number of clients that can be supported given the system and workload characteristics. We introduce two important design
concepts as follows.
• Critical state of a client is the event in which the available disk space at the client is below a pre-defined client critical
threshold. For example, for the client critical threshold of 100 MB, we say that the client has entered its critical state
at the time when its available disk space is below 100 MB. A client in its critical state is called a critical client. Other
clients not in their critical state are termed non-critical clients.
• Critical state of a system is the event in which at least one client is in its critical state. This state indicates that the
system is in the danger of losing files. A good uploading system should prevent the system from entering the critical
state and perform emergency control to rescue the critical client out of the critical state.
The server is configured to use certain uploading and emergency control algorithms. The workflow of the system consists
of two phases: the initialization phase and the working phase. During the initialization phase, the server makes a connection
to every client in its list of supported clients. In the working phase, the server repeats the following operations until the
system administrator terminates the server software.
1. The server sends a query request to each client asking for status information of that client. Each client sends back its
current status information.
2. Based on the reported client status, the server checks whether any client enters a critical state. If at least one client
enters its critical state, the server invokes the pre-configured emergency handling algorithm.
3. The server uses the pre-configured scheduling algorithm to choose the order the clients upload their file.
4. Once the schedule is obtained, the server sends the uploading request to each client in the schedule asking the client to
deliver one of its files to the server one client at a time. Note that the unit for one upload is the entire file instead of
some fixed amount of data. It is our intent for the client uploading software to be able to upload data generated by any
third party software on a variety of platforms. Therefore, we do not try to optimize the system performance by relying
on low level features of operating systems or try to exploit a particular behavior of the third party software when it is
generating a multimedia file.
3.2 Server Design
The uploading scheduling and emergency control schemes are the two important components of the server. The uploading
scheduling technique significantly affects the time period before a client enters its critical state, which determines the system
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lifetime. An effective uploading scheduling technique enables some clients that generate high quality multimedia files at a
fast rate to obtain enough resources for uploading to avoid missing the deadlines. The emergency control scheme is a backup
scheme that rescues the system from a critical state. It uploads files from the clients that are about to run out of disk space to
free up some disk space.
Our server is a multi-threaded server and has the software architecture and important modules as shown in Figure 1. The
initial thread is in charge of establishing connections with clients. The uploading thread repeats the following steps:
1. Query: The uploading thread uses its Query Handler to collect client status. Query Handler sends a query request to each
client. The client returns its current status that consists of the amount of used disk space and the estimated rate that
files are generated at the client. The updated client status is maintained by Client Information Manager.
2. Retrieval: Based on the current system condition derived from the received client information, the uploading thread uses
the pre-configured uploading scheduling algorithm described in the next subsection to choose a client from whom a file
is retrieved. Uploader sends an uploading request to this client and the client transfers a file to the server in return. After
the entire file has been uploaded, the file is removed from the client local disk. If the system is about to enter its critical
state (i.e., the received client information indicates that a client has entered its critical state or a client reports that it
is about to enter its critical state), the uploading thread executes Emergency Handler that performs the pre-configured
emergency handling technique. The techniques supported in our system are described in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1 Scheduling Algorithms
The scheduling algorithm decides which file from which client should upload at the current scheduling point. In the normal
working phase, the scheduling algorithm will be invoked right after a complete transfer of one file from a certain client.
The scheduling algorithms must consider the hard deadline derived from client disk size, priority and size of the multimedia
file. The scheduler is the main component that prolongs the system lifetime. We investigate Round Robin scheduling and
introduce Vulnerability Based scheduling.
• With Round Robin scheduling, the server collects files from the clients one after another. The same client is not
requested to upload its file again until all the other clients in the system have been visited. The server simply skips
the client that has no files to upload. This scheduling algorithm is simple and fair to all the clients, but does not take
deadlines into account. We use this algorithm as the baseline algorithm in our performance study.
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• Vulnerability Based Scheduling (VBS) employs the concept of the Earliest Deadline First scheduling [11]. The dead-
line in our system is determined by the vulnerability of the client. Specifically, how soon this client will enter its critical
state. Mathematically, Vulnerability of client i at the jth scheduling point (Vi,j) is defined as
Vi,j =
Size of available disk space at client i at j scheduling point
GRi
,
where GRi is the rate in which the recording application generates multimedia files. The scheduler calculates the
vulnerability of every client after uploading one file. The client with the most vulnerability at the time (i.e. it has the
shortest time left before entering the critical state) is chosen. Next, the file with the highest priority (determined by
the recording application of this client) is chosen to be uploaded. In other words, VBS gives the highest priority to the
client with the highest risk of entering its critical state to upload its file first, which will prolong the entire system from
entering its critical state.
3.2.2 Emergency Control Algorithms
When the server detects that some clients are in critical states, it alerts the human users and starts up the emergency control.
Note that emergency control interrupts the system normal working process and may involve long and complicated processing.
The emergency control algorithm is used only as a backup plan and should be invoked only when necessary.
The goal of emergency control is to rescue critical clients out of their critical states by moving some files out of these
clients. Two possible destinations to which these files can be moved are either the server or non-critical clients. We choose to
use non-critical clients as the moving destination to reduce the server load. Since the server has a global view of the system,
the server is most suitable to execute the emergency control algorithm that determines a migration plan. The migration plan
is a list of pairs of source and destination clients and the amount of the transfer data for each pair. Once the clients have
received the migration plan from the server, the source and destination clients in each pair communicate to transfer files with
the total transfer amount up to the amount specified in the migration plan. The server is not involved during the actual file
transfer process.
We propose two emergency control algorithms. The basic emergency control algorithm aims to bring the system out of
the critical state by moving as few files as required out of the critical clients. The optimized emergency control algorithm
improves the basic control by moving a suitable amount of files out of the critical clients. The algorithm also reduces the
number of times the system will re-enter its critical state. Both the emergency control algorithms accept the current client
information as the input. The algorithms output a migration plan that indicates which client should transfer how many bytes
of data to which client. The set of clients transmitting the files is called OutSet. The set of clients receiving the files is called
InSet. Figure 2 shows an example of the migration plan for the basic emergency control algorithm. We provide the pseudo
code for both algorithms in Table 1.
For the basic emergency control algorithm, the most suitable destination client (InSet client) should have both the largest
available disk and the longest time left before reaching its critical state (indicated by the large value of the vulnerability).
However, if using only the vulnerability as the sorting criterion, some less vulnerable clients with small available disk space
may be selected as the destination client, which is not desirable. This case happens when these clients generate files at a slow
rate. Hence, our sorting criterion takes into account both vulnerability and available disk space of the clients. To ensure that
both values are in the range of [0, 1], the values are normalized over the corresponding maximum value among all the clients,
respectively. In Table 1, the values of both weights (w1 and w2) are also in the range of [0, 1], and w1 + w2 = 1. Typically,
we choose 0.5 for both weights to indicate that both factors are equally important. The basic emergency control algorithm
has the disadvantage that it only rescues the critical client from the critical state but the client may still be close to the critical
state. Besides, some non-critical clients may become very close to entering the critical state. Therefore, the system with the
basic emergency control algorithm may enter an emergency situation again very quickly, which is not desirable.
The optimized algorithm calculates the desirable free disk space of the clients after the execution of the emergency control
algorithm to delay the system from re-entering the critical state as long as possible. The desired system status after migration
is that every client has the same vulnerability (i.e., the clients have about the same time left before entering their critical
state). Otherwise, some client will enter its critical state quickly. Let ADi and AD′i be the available disk space of client i
before and after migration, respectively. The total disk space in all clients before migration must be the same as that after
migration (i.e.,∑ADi =∑AD′i.)
Let GRi be the file generation rate in Mbps of client i. The vulnerability of each client i after emergency control should
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Table 1. Emergency control algorithms
BasicEmergencyControl() {
/* OutSet[i].Size: Approximated number of bytes if removed from client i in OutSet
can bring it out of the critical state
InSet[i].Size: Maximum number of bytes if received by client i does not cause it
to enter its critical state
InSet[i].Sort = w1 ∗N V ulnerabilityi + w2 ∗N ADi, where w1 and w2 are weights;
N V ulnerabilityi is normalized vulnerability of client i;
N ADi is normalized available space at client i ∗/
OutSet includes every critical client;
InSet includes every non-critical client;
Sort InSet in the descending order of the values of the Sort field of InSet;
Sort OutSet in the descending order of the values of the Size field of OutSet;
MigrationP lan = ConstructMigrationPlan(OutSet, InSet);
return MigrationP lan;
}
OptimizedEmergencyControl() {
/* ADi: Available disk space at client i before migration;
AD′i: Desired available disk space at client i after migration computed using Equation 2;
OutSet[i].Size: Approximated number of bytes if removed from client i can bring it out
of the critical state;
InSet[i].Size: Maximum number of bytes if received by client i does not cause the
client to enter its critical state; */
/* Consider moving files from critical clients to non-critical clients with enough desirable
available disk space after migration */
OutSet includes every critical client;
TmpSet includes every non critical client i with ADi < AD′i;
InSet includes every non-critical client i with ADi > AD′i;
InSet[i].Sort = min(InSet[i].Size, |AD′i −ADi|) for every client i in InSet;
Sort InSet in the descending order of the values of the Sort field of InSet;
Sort OutSet in the descending order of the values of the Size field of OutSet;
MigrationP lan = ConstructMigrationPlan(OutSet, InSet);
/* Consider moving files from clients that are currently non-critical but have lower
available disk space than the desired value */
OutSet = TmpSet;
Update ADi of corresponding client i as if data are migrated according to MigrationP lan;
InSet includes only every non-critical client i with the updated ADi > AD′i;
InSet[i].Sort = min(InSet[i].Size, |AD′i −ADi|) for every client i in InSet;
OutSet[i].Sort = max(OutSet[i].Size, |AD′i −ADi|) for every client i in OutSet;
Sort InSet in the descending order of the values of the Sort field of InSet;
Sort OutSet in the descending order of the values of the Sort field of OutSet;
NewMigrationP lan = ConstructMigrationPlan(OutSet, InSet);
Append NewMigrationP lan to MigrationP lan;
return MigrationP lan;
}
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Table 2. Algorithm for generating a migration plan
ConstructMigrationPlan(OutSet, InSet) { /* Construct the migration plan */
Initialize MigrationP lan to be empty;
i = ID. of the first client in the sorted InSet;
j = ID. of the first client in the sorted OutSet;
Do
tsize = min(InSet[i].Size, OutSet[j].Size);
Add <src=i, dest=j, transmission size=tsize> to MigrationPlan;
InSet[i].Size = InSet[i].Size+ tsize;
OutSet[j].Size = OutSet[j].Size− tsize;
If client j has no more files to transmit,
j = ID. of the next client in OutSet;
If client i has no more space to store the incoming files,
i = ID. of the next client in InSet;
If all the clients in InSet have been considered, but some critical clients still exist,
break; /* the emergency control cannot help all critical clients */
Until all the clients in OutSet have been considered;
return MigrationP lan;
}
all be close to the optimal vulnerability, Vop, to reduce the number of times the emergency control is going to be invoked.∑
ADi =
∑
AD′i =
∑
(Vop ×GRi)∑
ADi = Vop ×
∑
GRi
Vop =
∑
ADi∑
GRi
(1)
AD′i = Vop ×GRi. (2)
We can compute Vop using Equation 1 and compute AD′i from Vop using Equation 2. Figure 3 illustrates a migration plan
using the optimized algorithm. The optimized emergency control algorithm is more complicated than the basic emergency
control, but can reduce the number of times emergency control is executed.
3.3 Client Design
The client software is configured with the name of the directory to store the generated multimedia files and the maximum
amount of storage space allocated for this purpose. Figure 4 shows our multi-threaded client with two important threads.
• Disk monitoring thread monitors the availability of the client disk space in the desired file system. If the client enters
a critical state while the server is busy uploading a file from another client, the disk monitoring thread contacts the
server to handle the emergency situation.
Once the server is informed of the client emergency situation, the emergency control module is executed. The client
waits for the server to distribute the migration plan. If the client belongs to InSet, it waits to receive files from other
clients in parallel. If the client belongs to OutSet, it connects to the assigned corresponding client(s) in InSet and
transmits the files up to the amount specified in the migration plan.
• Uploading thread uses Client Control (see Figure 4) to respond to the server request. In response to the server query
request, the thread executes Query Handler (see Figure 4) that sends a message to the server indicating the available
disk space, the file generation speed, and the size of the next file to be delivered. When the server requests the client to
upload a file, the thread executes Uploader to transmit one media file. Once the entire file has been uploaded, the thread
removes the file from the disk. The available space can be used to store a new file. Currently, the uploading thread uses
Transport Control Protocol to transmit data. If security is a concern, a secure transport protocol can be used.
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3.4 Software Implementation
We implemented the server and the client software in Java according to our designs. Both Round-Robin and VBS schedul-
ing algorithms as well as both emergency control algorithms were implemented. Additional implementation includes 1) al-
lowing users to configure the server and client configurations through the graphical user interface of the server software; 2)
letting users view statistics of server and clients through the server software interface; and 3) providing some fault tolerance.
That is, when the connection between a client and the server is interrupted, the server removes this client from the client
information list and logs this information in the server log file. When client comes back up, the uploading process will
automatically resume from the last uploading status.
4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present our performance study using simulations. The performance metric is the system lifetime. First,
we present performance comparison between Round Robin and VBS without emergency control. Then, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of the Round Robin and VBS with the basic and the optimized emergency control algorithms.
4.1 Simulation Model
We implemented our simulator in C. The simulator simulated one server with unlimited disk capacity and a number of
clients. We investigate the impact of the number of clients, the network bandwidth, the client disk capacity, and the client
working hours on the uploading system. To clearly observe the effectiveness of the Round-Robin and Vulnerability-based
scheduling algorithms, we measured the performance of the scheduling algorithms with and without the emergency control
mechanisms separately. For the simulations without emergency control, we recorded the system lifetime when any of the
clients entered its critical state for the first time. For the simulations with emergency control, we recorded the system lifetime
when the system can no longer rescue any one of its client from entering its critical state. Each point in the plots is an
average of results from 20 simulation runs under the same configurations but with different seeds for a random number
generator. Clients have different storage space. We set the storage space to MaximumDiskSize ∗ (1 − r) GB where
MaximumDiskSize is the maximum disk space and r is a random number between 0 and 0.25.
As we intend to use our prototype for uploading videos captured from real colonoscopic procedures, we simulated the
workload on each client to reflect that of the real scenario. We generated a video file size as a function of a file duration. The
distribution of file durations followed a Zipf distribution with the smallest duration of 20 minutes and the largest duration
of 45 minutes. The range of the durations reflected that of an actual colonoscopic procedure. Clients have file generation
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Figure 5. Round Robin vs VBS
rate of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2 MB/s. The same number of clients for the different file generation rates is used. All clients have
same critical threshold. Recall that clients having available disk space below the critical threshold are in the critical state. For
accurate simulation of colonoscopy, we simulate an idle time between two consecutive file generation as a random number
between 0 to 10 minutes.
4.2 Simulation Results
4.2.1 Performance of Scheduling Algorithms without Emergency Control
Figure 5 shows the performance comparison between VBS and Round-Robin. We can see clearly that VBS consistently has
higher system lifetime than Round-Robin under various workloads. The system using VBS runs twice longer than that using
Round-Robin on average.
The system lifetime when using both scheduling algorithms becomes smaller with more clients as shown in Figure 5(a).
The more clients there are, the more data are generated in the system in one unit time, which increases the amount of the data
to be uploaded to the server. Figure 5(b) shows that as the network bandwidth increases, the system using either scheduling
algorithm enters its critical state later as the time to upload a file is shorter. Similar trend is observed when the client disk
space increases as depicted in Figure 5(c). Larger disk space allows the client to store more files, which decreases the
possibility that the system will enter the critical state. Figure 5(d) shows that the increase in client working hours results in
smaller system lifetime since more data are generated.
4.2.2 Performance of Scheduling Algorithms with Emergency Control
Figure 6 shows that both the basic and the optimized emergency control algorithms consistently increase the system lifetime
under various situations compared with VBS without emergency control. The uploading system using either emergency con-
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Figure 6. Effect of the emergency control algorithms. RR-Round Robin. VBS-Vulnerability Based
Scheduling. BC-Basic Control. OC-Optimized Control.
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Parameters:
(a) 60 GB client disk space; 40 Mbps network bandwidth; 8 working hours per day
(b) 80 clients; 60 GB storage space; 8 working hours per day
(c) 80 clients; 8 working hours per day; 40 Mbps network bandwidth
(d) 80 clients; 60 GB client storage; 40 Mbps network bandwidth
Figure 7. Comparison of the number of executions of the emergency control algorithms. RR-Round
Robin. VBS-Vulnerability Based Scheduling. BC-Basic Control. OC-Optimized Control.
trol algorithm enters its critical state much later than the system without emergency control. Regardless of which emergency
control algorithm and which server scheduling algorithm are used, the uploading system with emergency control performs
equally well (i.e., the four top lines (RR+OC, VBS+OC, RR-BC, and VBS-BC) are overlapped in each of the plots in Fig-
ure 6). The emergency control algorithms lengthen the system lifetime more when used with Round-Robin than when used
with VBS. This is because VBS and the emergency controls actually have the same goal, which is to balance the disk space
utilization between clients, though they achieve this goal in different ways. The system using VBS scheduler is more likely
to have balanced disk space utilization among clients while the one using Round-Robin does not. Therefore, the emergency
control has less effect on VBS than on Round-Robin. The great performance of the Round-Robin with the emergency control
indicates that balancing the clients’ disk space utilization is a good way to prolong the system lifetime.
Figure 7 shows the number of executions of emergency control under various combinations of the two scheduling algo-
rithms and the two emergency control algorithms. The optimized emergency control algorithm reduces the number of times
the algorithm is invoked more than the basic algorithm does, which satisfies our design goal for emergency control. It also
confirms the same fact we discussed above. The improvement is dramatic for the Round Robin scheduler but is small for
VBS.
In summary, the best combination of scheduling algorithm and the emergency control is VBS with Basic Emergency
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Table 3. Notations
Symb. Explanation Unit
N Number of clients the system supports
gr File generation rate Mbps
wt Client working duration per day Sec.
bw Effective network bandwidth Mbps
fs Average file size Mbit
dgen Average time taken to generate one file Sec.
drnd Average time between two consecutive uploads by the same client Sec.
dxf Average time taken to transfer one file Sec.
Si(t) Cumulative amount of data generated at a client since the system starts Mbit
until time t
So(t) Cumulative amount of data a client has uploaded since the system starts Mbit
until time t
S Total storage space at a client Mbit
Sth Client critical threshold
T The time when the system enters its critical state
fwork(t) The function that returns the actual working duration given a time period t Sec.
∆t Time period a client has to wait before beginning its first upload Sec.
Control or VBS with Optimized Emergency Control. Because they offer similar good performance in terms of system
lifetime and the number of times the emergency control algorithm is executed.
5 Performance Analysis of Media Uploading Systems
Our performance analysis focuses on the performance impact of the two scheduling algorithms on the uploading system
excluding emergency control. The dynamic characteristic of emergency control makes the performance analysis mathemati-
cally intractable.
We use a system life time defined as the total time since the system starts until the system enters the critical state as the
performance metric. A good scheduling algorithm should prolong the system from entering its critical state. Note that other
performance metrics for downloading applications such as latency and system throughput are not suitable for evaluation of
the uploading system.
We present a system performance prediction analysis of Round Robin. It is not possible to quantify the performance dif-
ference between Round Robin and VBS via analysis because the order of file uploads changes according to the vulnerability
of the clients in VBS. However, we can qualitatively prove that VBS outperforms Round Robin scheduling by showing that
any uploading schedule handled by Round-Robin can be handled by VBS, but not vice versa. We give the idea of the proof
in section 5.2. In the following analysis, we assume that each client generates data at the same constant rate and has the same
storage space.
5.1 Performance Analysis of Round Robin
In this section, we compute the system life time under the Round Robin algorithm given a system configuration. Table 3
summarizes the notations used in this analysis.
To estimate when a client will enter its critical state, we need to model the amount of data stored at the client disk at any
time t since the system starts. This amount (∆S(t)) is the difference between Si(t) and So(t), where Si(t) is the amount of
data created by the file generation application at time t and So(t) is the amount of data removed from the client disk once the
data has been uploaded at time t. Figure 8 depicts ∆S(t) over time.
∆S(t) = Si(t)− So(t) (3)
Si(t) = gr × fwork(t), where (4)
fwork(t) =  t60× 60× 24 × wt+min(t % (60× 60× 24), wt)
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In other words, at time t seconds since the system has started, the file generation application has been generating data
for  t60×60×24 days and min(t % (60 × 60 × 24), wt) seconds in the last day. For each day, the data are generated for wt
seconds at the rate of gr Mbps.
So(t) = bw ×
[
 t−∆t
drnd
 × dxf +min((t−∆t)%drnd, dxf )
]
(5)
The client cannot start its upload until its first file has been generated, which is assumed to be ∆t seconds since the system
has started. Within t − ∆t, the client has uploaded  t−∆tdrnd  files and some min((t − ∆t)%drnd, dxf) fraction of a file. On
average, the amount of the data in each file is bw × dxf Mbps.
To gain a conservative estimation of the system life time, we choose the upper bound of Si(t) and lower bound of So(t).
Therefore, equations (4) and Equation (5) can be modified as
Si(t) = gr × ( t× wt60× 60× 24 + wt) (6)
So(t) = bw × dxf × t−∆t
drnd
(7)
We estimate that ∆t ∈ [dgen, dgen + drnd] since for the first client scheduled for uploading, ∆t is as short as the time it
takes for the client to finish generating one file (dgen), but for the last client scheduled for uploading, ∆t is as long as the
time taken to generate one file and the wait time for all the other clients to upload. To restrict the estimation, we estimate ∆t
as ∆t = dgen + drnd We estimate dgen as the expected duration to generate one file.
dxf =
fs
bw
=
dgen × gr
bw
(8)
drnd = dxf × (N − 1) + dxf
= N × dxf
= N × dgen × gr
bw
(9)
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After we substitute (8) and (9) into Equation (7), we have
So(t) =
[
t− dgen −N × dgen × gr
bw
]
× bw
N
)
Suppose the system life time is T . In other words, the client enters its critical state at time T , we have ∆S(T ) ≥ S−Sth.
Now, we have
∆S(T ) = gr × ( t× wt
60× 60× 24 + wt)−
(T − dgen − dgen×gr×Nbw )× bw
N
≥ S − Sth (10)
After some arithmetic manipulations, we have
T ≥ S − dgen ×
bw
N − dgen × gr − Sth − gr × wt
wt×gr
60×60×24 − bwN
(11)
Since T is the time when the system enters its critical state, we can use (11) to estimate the system life time when we have
a configuration of the system that includes number of clients, estimated net work speed, estimated generating rate and etc.
Figure 9 shows the comparison between the analysis result and the simulation result. Analysis result gives a conservative
estimation of the system life time.
5.2 Performance Analysis of VBS
The dynamic characteristic of VBS requires the performance analysis to be based on comparison between VBS and Round
Robin. The proof that VBS outperforms Round Robin consists of two parts. The first part shows that VBS is as good as Round
Robin whereas the second part demonstrates via an example that Round Robin is not as good as VBS. Table 4 summarizes
the notations used in the proof.
Proof:
We call a schedule a feasible schedule if no clients enter their critical stage when files are uploaded according to the
schedule.
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Table 4. Notations
Symb. Explanation Unit
Ci Client i
c Number of clients
Sj Task (one file upload by a client) scheduled at the jth scheduling point
ADi,j Available disk space at client i at the jth scheduling point Mbit
GRi File generation rate of client i Mbps
Vi,j Vulnerability of client i at the jthscheduling point Vi,j = ADi,j/GRi Sec.
fs Average file size Mbit
dxf Average time taken to transfer one file Sec.
ti Time at the ith scheduling point Sec.
Table 5. Relationships among scheduling points and the corresponding times, tasks scheduled at
the scheduling points, and clients performing the scheduled tasks
Scheduling point 0 . . . c-1 c c+1 . . . n . . .
Time t0 . . . tc−1 tc tc+1 . . . tn . . .
Task scheduled S0 . . . Sc−1 Sc Sc+1 . . . Sn . . .
Client chosen at this point C0 . . . Cc−1 C0 C1 . . . Cn%c . . .
Vulnerability of the client V0,0 . . . Vc−1,c−1 V0,c V1,c+1 . . . Vn%c,n . . .
Part I: To demonstrate that VBS is as good as Round-Robin, a feasible schedule arranged by Round-Robin must also be
rearranged to a feasible schedule using VBS.
Let S = S0, S1, . . . , Sn be a feasible schedule in Round Robin where Sk is the task of uploading one file at the kth
scheduling point. We compute the vulnerability of each client at each scheduling point, in which a file is transmitted to the
server. The time between two consecutive scheduling points is the time taken to transmit one file (represented by dxf =
ti+1 − ti). In VBS, we compute the vulnerability Vi,j of client i at scheduling point j as Vi,j = ADi,j/GRi. In Round-
Robin, the vulnerability is not actually used for scheduling, but it is computed in this analysis to indicate the client status.
Table A.3 shows scheduled tasks of a schedule at different scheduling points at different times, vulnerability at the scheduling
points, and participating clients. Note that at the kth scheduling point, the corresponding task is Sk performed at time tk; the
corresponding client is Ck%c with vulnerability Vk%c,k.
We assume that the file generation process at each client is continuous, which implies that the vulnerability at each
scheduling point indicates the actual situation at the client. Let fi(k, j) be a function that returns the number of times client
Ci is selected to upload files between any two scheduling points k and j where j > k excluding the scheduling points k and
j. The vulnerability of client i at these two scheduling points, Vi,j and Vi,k, are
Vi,j = ADi,j/GRi (12)
ADi,j = ADi,k −GRi × (tj − tk) + fs× fi(k, j) (13)
Vi,j =
ADi,k −GRi × (tj − tk) + fs× fi(k, j)
GRi
=
ADi,k
GRi
− (tj − tk) + fs× fi(k, j)
GRi
= Vi,k − (j − k)× dxf + fs× fi(k, j)
GRi
(14)
Equation (13) shows that during the period between the two scheduling points of the same client, the available disk space at
this client is affected by the generation of new files and the upload and removal of existing files. Once we obtain the relation-
ship between the available disk space at the two scheduling points, we can derive the relationship between the vulnerability
at the two points as shown in Equation (14).
Now, we show that a feasible schedule in Round Robin can be rearranged to a feasible schedule in VBS. Assume that
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S = S0, S1, . . . , Sn is a feasible schedule using Round-Robin, i.e., Vi,j > 0,∀i ∈ [0, c − 1],∀j ∈ [0, n]. We modify this
schedule to a schedule in VBS by repeatedly rearranging the positions of the tasks at each scheduling point. The rearranging
process at each scheduling point is as follows. Without loss of generality, we consider an upload task Sk at the kth scheduling
point performed by client Ck%c. Two possible situations are as follows.
• Case 1: If the client Ck%c is the most vulnerable one (Vk%c,k is the smallest), Sk should be chosen at this point by
VBS. Hence, Sk is already in the correct position in the schedule. No rearrangement is necessary.
• Case 2: If the client Ck%c is not the most vulnerable one, but client Ci is, where i = k%c. In other words, Vi,k is the
smallest at the scheduling point k. The corresponding task Sj where j%c = i should be selected at this point by VBS.
That is, Sj is the upload task with the highest priority at client Ci. We rearrange the schedule by moving Sj in front of
Sk. In other words, we change the original Round Robin schedule to a new schedule as follows.
Original schedule: Sk−1, Sk, Sk+1, . . . , Sj−1, Sj , Sj+1, . . .
New schedule: Sk−1, Sj , Sk, Sk+1, . . . , Sj−1, Sj+1, . . .
We need to prove that the new schedule is still feasible. First, we infer the following characteristics about Sj where
j%c = i.
1. The relationship between the two scheduling points j and k is that j > k. If j < k, Sj should have already been
executed; j = k is obvious because Cj%c and Ck%c represent different clients.
2. In the original schedule, the vulnerability of other clients during the scheduling points k and j must be larger than
zero since the original schedule is assumed a feasible schedule. Since Vi,k is the smallest, at the scheduling point
k, the vulnerability of other clients must be larger than the vulnerability of the client Ci.
3. In the original schedule, Ci is not selected to upload its file until the scheduling point j according to Case 2.
Hence, we can infer that fi(k, j) = 0. From the Round Robin scheduling algorithm, this feature indicates the
distance between Sj and Sk in the original schedule is less than the total number of clients (j − k < c).
– j − k = c is obvious because j%c = k%c.
– If j − k > c, there must be a full round between k and j, which indicates Ci has been selected at least once
before scheduling point j. This contradicts to the inference fi(k, j) = 0.
Hence, we know all the clients between scheduling points k and j (Cl, l = m%c, k < m < j, ) is selected
at most once between scheduling points k and j. Because Cl is not selected until scheduling point m, we have
fl(k,m) = 0.
Now, we prove that the vulnerability of all the clients remain in a safe range after the rearrangement. Using Equation
(14) and fl(k,m) = 0 where l = m%c, k ≤ m ≤ j, we have the following conclusions.
– Obviously, client Ci (i = j%c) becomes less vulnerable than that before the rearrangement since this client is
scheduled to upload its file earlier in the new schedule.
– For the other clients Cl where l = m%c, k ≤ m < j, their vulnerability is increased by the rearrangement but
no more than the vulnerability at the scheduling point j in the original schedule. To demonstrate this fact, we
examine the values of Vl,x,∀x where k ≤ x ≤ m+ 1, m+ 1 ≤ j, and l = x%c.
Vl,x = Vl,k − (x− k)× dxf (from A.13 where fl(k, x) = 0)
> Vi,k − (x− k)× dxf (Vi,k is the smallest)
= Vi,k + ((k − j) + (j − x))× dxf
= (Vi,k − (j − k)× dxf ) + (j − x)× dxf
= Vi,j + (j − x)× dxf (from A.13)
≥ Vi,j > 0 (j > x) (15)
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From Equation (15), the new schedule is also feasible. Repeating the rearranging process at each scheduling point in
the original schedule results in a schedule similar to that determined by the VBS scheduler.
Our proof shows that the new schedule in VBS is also feasible. Hence, we conclude that VBS is as good as Round-Robin
scheduling.
Part II: To show that Round Robin is not as good as VBS, we provide an example of upload tasks that Round Robin cannot
handle, but VBS can create a feasible schedule.
Suppose the client selected at the kth scheduling point is client Ci, and the most vulnerable client is client Cj , where j = i
and j = (k + 1)%c and j = (k + 2)%c. That is, Round Robin will not select Cj in the next two scheduling points. Suppose
that the vulnerability of Cj at scheduling point k + 1 can be described as dxf < Vj,k+1 < 2× dxf .
VBS will select client Cj to upload at the scheduling point k+1. The vulnerability of Cj will increase afterwards. Round-
Robin will not select Cj at least until the server finishes the transmission of one file from C(k+1)%c and another file from
C(k+2)%c, which takes 2 × dxf . At that time, Cj has already entered its critical stage. Hence, Round Robin cannot handle
this situation whereas VBS still can.
In summary, the Vulnerability Based scheduling algorithm outperforms the Round-Robin scheduling algorithm
6 Concluding Remarks
We have presented a new uploading system that collects large media files from a number of clients given deadline con-
straints. The detailed design and performance analysis of such a system have not been previously studied in the literature.
Our design uses the client-server architecture. We propose two scheduling algorithms and two emergency control schemes.
Our simulation results show that Vulnerability-based scheduling consistently outperforms Round Robin scheduling. The two
emergency controls help prolong the system running time more dramatically.
Our future work investigates solutions that provide security and privacy for multimedia file uploading. We plan to extend
the uploading system for applications in other network environments such as uploading surveillance videos from police
vehicles in wireless ad hoc networks where the vehicle may move out of the server transmission range.
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